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Abstract
Disease named entity recognition (NER) is a critical task for most biomedical natural language processing (NLP)
applications. For example, extracting diseases from clinical trial text can be helpful for patient profiling and other
downstream applications such as matching clinical trials to eligible patients. Similarly, disease annotation in biomedical articles can help information search engines to accurately index them such that clinicians can easily find relevant
articles to enhance their knowledge. In this paper, we propose a domain knowledge-enhanced long short-term memory network-conditional random field (LSTM-CRF) model for disease named entity recognition, which also augments
a character-level convolutional neural network (CNN) and a character-level LSTM network for input embedding.
Experimental results on a scientific article dataset show the effectiveness of our proposed models compared to stateof-the-art methods in disease recognition.
Introduction
Deep learning techniques have demonstrated superior performance over traditional machine learning (ML) techniques
for various general-domain NLP tasks e.g. named entity recognition (NER), parts-of-speech (POS) tagging, language
modeling, paraphrase identification, sentiment analysis etc. However, clinical documents pose unique challenges for
NER compared to general-domain text due to widespread use of acronyms and non-standard clinical jargons by healthcare providers and inconsistent document structure and organization, and the demand for effective de-identification
and anonymization of patient data for research. Specifically, addressing gaps in NER for the clinical domain can
foster more research and innovation for meaningful clinical applications including patient cohort identification, patient engagement support, population health management, pharmacovigilance, personalized medicine, and clinical
trial matching.
Disease named entity recognition1–3 is an important task in many biomedical natural language processing applications.
This task is particularly challenging due to the critically large impact of a possible misrecognition. For example, cancer
has both disease diagnosis and many complex histologies that need to be delineated. Thus, accurate identification of
disease mentions can be beneficial for the optimal patient outcome e.g. extracting disease names from a clinical trial
text may be helpful for patient profiling, which would further enable efficient matching of clinical trials to eligible
patients. Similarly, disease recognition in biomedical articles can help information search engines to accurately index
them such that clinicians can easily find relevant articles to enhance their knowledge.
The main contribution of this paper is to perform disease named entity recognition by encoding clinical domain
knowledge via various types of embeddings into different layers of a deep neural network architecture consisting of
LSTM and CNN. Our experiments show the positive impact of clinical domain knowledge on the performance of the
model whilst adding such knowledge at different parts of the neural network. Our proposed model achieves the new
state-of-the-art results in disease named entity recognition on a scientific article dataset.
Task Description and Data
Disease named entity recognition from free text can be cast as a sequence tagging problem. A BIO schema4 can be
used for tagging the input sequence. For example, Figure 1 denotes a tag for each word from the input text. “Bdisease” represents the beginning word of a disease mention, “I-disease” represents the other intermediate word(s) in
a disease name, and “O” represents a word not belonging to a disease name.
Existing rule-based systems or traditional machine learning methods for disease named entity recognition heavily
depend on hand-crafted features5 , such as syntactic, lexical, n-gram etc. Although neural network-based methods do
not depend on hand-crafted features, large labeled datasets are required for training the models. In this paper, we

Figure 1: An example input and output for disease named entity recognition task.
propose a domain knowledge-enhanced neural network architecture for improved accuracy in disease named entity
recognition.
Existing clinical NLP systems e.g. MetaMap6 , cTAKES7 etc. have been used for disease name recognition in various
studies8, 9 . We opt to take advantage of one such existing system instead of training a neural network-based model from
scratch. Thus, we explore to encode output from the clinical NLP system to improve the state-of-the-art performance
for disease name recognition. To this end, we use a hybrid clinical NLP engine10 to generate the BIO tagging output.
Although the engine generates tags for diseases and other biomedical concepts, we only use the disease tags for our
experiments.
Domain Knowledge Sources: Our main source of clinical domain knowledge are clinical ontologies. Significant research efforts have been dedicated to build dictionaries/ontologies that facilitate biomedical NLP tasks2 .
MEDIC (http://ctd.mdibl.org/voc.go?type=disease) is a disease vocabulary, which includes 9,700
unique diseases and 67,000 unique terms in total. MEDIC is derived from a combination of concepts from the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM, https://www.omim.org/) and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH,
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/) gazetteers. We use the MEDIC vocabulary in integrating lexicon features
into our proposed model. In addition to the output from the clinical NLP engine, the MEDIC vocabulary constitutes
the domain knowledge in our proposed neural network-based model for disease recognition.
Dataset: We use the publicly available NCBI dataset for our experiments and evaluation. The NCBI disease corpus
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Dogan/DISEASE/)11 is a collection of 793 PubMed
abstracts fully annotated at the mention and concept level. The public release of the NCBI disease corpus contains
6892 disease mentions, which are mapped to 790 unique disease concepts. The detailed statistics of the NCBI dataset
is presented in Table 1. For our experiments, the dataset is split into three subsets for training, validation, and testing.
Table 1: Dataset statistics.

Train-NCBI
Valid-NCBI
Test-NCBI

number of
sentences

average sentence length

number
tokens

5,576
918
941

23
25
25

132,584
23,456
24,019

of

number
of
unique
tokens
9,805
3,580
3,679

number of
annotations
2,911
487
535

Methodology
In this section we first describe a generic architecture for NER task. Then we explain our proposed methods of
encoding domain knowledge into this architecture.
The generic neural network architecture for entity recognition task is a bidirectional LSTM with a sequential conditional random field layer (LSTM-CRF, Figure 2(a)). It takes as input a sequence of vectors (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) and
returns another sequence (y1 , y2 , ..., yn ) that represents the corresponding tagging information for the input sequence.
LSTM-CRF models have been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performances on general domain NER tasks12–15 . The
LSTM-CRF has also been applied successfully for biomedical NER tasks16 .
The LSTM-CRF model contains the following layers: a character embedding layer, a word embedding layer, a
bi-directional LSTM layer, and a CRF tagging layer. For a given sentence (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) containing n words,
each word is represented as a d−dimensional vector. The d−dimensional vector is concatenated from two parts: a

d1−dimensional vector Vchar from the character embedding layer and a d2−dimensional vector Vword from the word
embedding layer. The bi-directional LSTM layer reads the vector representations of the input sentence (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )
to produce two sequences of hidden vectors, i.e., the forward sequence (hf1 , hf2 , ..., hfn ) and the backward sequence


(hb1 , hb2 , ..., hbn ). Both vectors are concatenated into hi = hfi ; hbi .

Figure 2: The proposed architecture for disease name recognition.
Methods for encoding the character embedding layer include: using a bi-directional LSTM layer (charLSTM), or
Convolutional Neural Network (charCNN). charLSTM14 and charCNN13, 17 have been studied separately for various
NLP tasks. As displayed in Figure 2(b), we explore a combination of both methods in our architecture.
In Figure 2(c), domain knowledge either from the domain vocabulary or from the external tagging engine are introduced through a lexicon embedding layer and an external tagging embedding layer respectively. Moreover, external
tagging embedding can be encoded either before or after the bi-directional LSTM layer.
LSTM-CRF-charMIX: The charCNN architecture generates the character embedding for each word in sentence.
First, we define a vocabulary of characters C. Let d be the dimensionality of character embeddings, and Q ∈ Rd×|C|
is the matrix character embeddings. As an example, charCNN takes the current word “cancer” as input and performs
a lookup of Q ∈ Rd×|C| and stacks them to form the matrix C k . The convolution operations are applied between Ck
and multiple filter/kernel matrices. Then a max-over-time pooling operation is applied to obtain a fixed-dimensional
representation of the word, which is denoted as Vcnn .
charLSTM is similar to the bi-directional LSTM layer in the generic architecture of the LSTM-CRF model. Instead
of taking a sequence of words as input, it takes a sequence
ofcharacters in a word as input. It then outputs the

concatenation of the forward and backward hidden states hft ; hbt , which we denote as Vlstm .
As mentioned above, we consider both charCNN
andcharLSTM for learning the character embeddings. The charMIX

architecture concatenates into Vmix = Vcnn ; Vlstm , which is the same d1−dimensional vector Vchar for character
embedding layer.
LSTM-CRF-DK: As mentioned previously, we consider the domain knowledge (DK) from the clinical vocabulary
and tagging from the external clinical NLP engine10 . We encode the DK into lexicon embedding and external tagging

Figure 3: Lexicon embedding and external tagging embedding generation.
embedding correspondingly as discussed below.
As displayed in Figure 3(a), we build a TRIE dictionary for the vocabulary (MEDIC), which can be easily maintained.
TRIE is an efficient data structure for frequent word/phrase matching18 . A sentence is used to query the TRIE dictionary. The TRIE dictionary then outputs a sequence of BIO tags. For example, in the sentence “... new diagnoses of
prostate cancer...”, the phrase “prostate cancer” is tagged as “B-disease I-disease”. The tagging results are then used
to generate the lexicon embedding Vlex accordingly.
The external tagging embedding is generated similarly as the lexicon embedding as shown in Figure 3(b). In place
of the clinical vocabulary, we use the clinical NLP engine (which leverages a syntactic parser and other clinical
ontologies). The same sentence/input for the lexicon embedding is processed by the engine to generate another set
of tagging results. Then the external tagging embedding Vtag is generated based on the tagging results. These extra
embeddings essentially serve as two additional avenues to enhance the knowledge encoding of the neural network
architecture.
We integrate Vlex and Vtag into the LSTM-CRF model (Figure 2) in two ways: (1) before the Bi-directional LSTM
layer:
by concatenating them
with word embedding and character embedding, which results in a concatenated vector


Vword ; Vchar ; Vlex ; Vtag and acts as the input for the Bi-directional LSTM layer, and (2) after the Bi-directional LSTM
layer: byconcatenating them
 with the output from the Bi-directional LSTM layer, which generates a concatenated
vector of hfi ; hbi ; Vlex ; Vtag and acts as the input for the final CRF layer.
Experimental Setup
We implement our proposed models using TensorFlow (https://www.tensorflow.org/) and conduct extensive experiments to assess their effectiveness for disease name recognition. Below we discuss the experimental setup.
Word Embeddings: We use the publicly available GloVe (https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/)
300-dimensional embeddings trained on 6 billion tokens from a large corpus of text19 .
Character Embeddings: Character embeddings are initialized randomly for both charCNN and charLSTM. We
set the embedding
For charCNN, we set 7 filters with
 dimension size to 100. charLSTM’s state size is set to 100.

dimensions of: 25, 50, 75, 100, 100, 100, 100 and with window sizes of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . The maximum word
length (number of characters) is set to 40; padding with a constant value of −1 is used to generate uniform inputs.
Generic Architecture: The hidden unit size of bi-directional LSTM in the generic neural network architecture is set
to 300. To mitigate overfitting, we apply a dropout20 of 0.3 before the bi-directional LSTM layer.

Optimization: Parameter optimization is performed with minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with the batch
size of 20. We use Adam optimizer21 with the learning rate initially set to 0.001. The learning rate is decayed in every
epoch using an exponential rate of 0.95. We use early stopping22 if the performance (F1 value) on the validation set
does not improve for more than 5 training epochs.
Evaluation Results and Discussion
Metrics and Study Design: We evaluate the performance of our proposed models and compare with various methods from the existing work using accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score on the test set. Accuracy is computed as the
exact matching at the word level. Precision, recall and F1-score are computed at the phrase (i.e. concept) level. We
conduct experiments for evaluation of our proposed models based on the following aspects:
(1) Character embeddings: we analyze the importance of various kinds of character embeddings for disease named
entity recognition. For this purpose, we compare the performance of charCNN, charLSTM, and charMIX.
(2) Domain knowledge: we conduct a thorough ablation study to verify the contribution of lexicon embedding and
external tagging embedding in different layers of the network.
The following subsections present detailed results and analyses based on the aforementioned aspects.
Variation of Character Embeddings: The test set results for using different types of character embeddings are
shown in Table 2. We can see that the use of various character embeddings can significantly (p < 0.05) improve
the model performance over the model that does not leverage character embeddings (LSTM-CRF-NOchar). The
use of charCNN yields slightly better scores than using charLSTM. Ultimately, the concatenation of charCNN and
charLSTM improves the overall performance as LSTM-CRF-charMIX achieves the best F1 value of 0.838. So, we
use LSTM-CRF-charMIX as our strong baseline model for the domain knowledge experiments reported in the next
section.
Table 2: Results for using different character embeddings in LSTM-CRF (test set).

LSTM-CRF-NOchar
LSTM-CRF-charCNN
LSTM-CRF-charLSTM
LSTM-CRF-charMIX

Accuracy
0.962
0.978
0.979
0.980

Precision
0.755
0.841
0.830
0.852

Recall
0.583
0.811
0.808
0.824

F1
0.658
0.826
0.819
0.838

Figure 4: Accuracy and F1 scores on validation set during training.
In Figure 4, we show the trend of accuracy and F1 scores over epochs on the validation set during the training process.
We can observe that the models with character embeddings converge faster than the model with no character embeddings by requiring less number of epochs for training. We also notice that both accuracy and F1 scores are higher
when character embeddings are used in the LSTM-CRF model.

Table 3: Comparative performance measures.
Accuracy Precision Recall
Our simple baselines
Vocabulary only (MEDIC) 0.939
0.347
0.517
Clinical NLP engine10
0.922
0.316
0.458
Existing systems
Sahu and Anand (2016)3
0.849
0.741
Doğan and Lu (2012)23
Habibi et al. (2017)16
0.853
0.836
Zhao et al. (2017)2
0.851
0.853
Our strong baseline
LSTM-CRF-charMIX
0.980
0.852
0.824
Our strong baseline + lexicon embeddings
before LSTM layer
0.980
0.857
0.842
after LSTM layer
0.980
0.834
0.837
both
0.980
0.856
0.849
Our strong baseline + external tagging embeddings
before LSTM layer
0.980
0.823
0.825
after LSTM layer
0.981
0.841
0.827
both
0.981
0.843
0.842
Our strong baseline + both embeddings
before LSTM layer
0.980
0.847
0.834
after LSTM layer
0.980
0.836
0.834
both
0.981
0.868
0.839

F1
0.415
0.374
0.791
0.818
0.844
0.852
0.838
0.849
0.836
0.852
0.824
0.834
0.843
0.841
0.835
0.853

Impact of Domain Knowledge: Table 3 shows the results of our model (LSTM-CRF-charMIX) in comparison with
various other baselines and existing state-of-the-art systems reported in the literature. The ablation study results are
also presented to outline the contribution of each fragment of introducing the domain knowledge into various layers
of the LSTM-CRF model.
We use vocabulary matching (MEDIC) and the clinical NLP engine as mentioned previously to generate tagging
results as our simple baselines. We can see that their scores are relatively lower than the LSTM-CRF based models.
Our LSTM-CRF-charMIX model (shown in Table 2) is also presented here as another baseline as it does not encode
any additional embeddings (i.e. lexicon and external tagging). The models presented in the later rows demonstrate the
contribution of lexicon embedding and extra tagging embedding in different layers of the network. As shown in the
results, the use of both lexicon and external tagging embeddings enable the models to have better F1 scores than the
baseline LSTM-CRF-charMIX model, which confirms the effectiveness of domain knowledge in our proposed neural
network architecture.
We also compare our models with various existing state-of-the-art systems on the NCBI dataset.3 used CNN based
character embeddings induced in a RNN architecture for disease name recognition, which achieved the F1 score of
0.791. Their model structure is similar to our proposed model structure, however, they did not have an integrated
character embedding approach using both CNN and LSTM. Moreover, they did not use any domain knowledge, which
further justifies the better performance of our models.
Doğan and Lu (2012)23 reported a F1 score of 0.818 on the NCBI dataset using BANNER system24 , which is based
on conditional random fields with hand-crafted features. By contrast, neural network-based methods do not use handcrafted features, and our proposed domain knowledge-enhanced models only require minimal efforts to generate extra
lexicon and external tagging embeddings.
Habibi et al. (2017)16 used a similar LSTM-CRF model architecture as we discussed in Figure 2 (with charLSTM)
with different data preprocessing and parameters settings yielding the F1 value of 0.844. By contrast, our models with

combined charMIX and encoded domain knowledge improve this model by a considerable margin.
Zhao et al. (2017)2 used CNN based character embeddings with stacked convolutional layers for disease name recognition, and also leveraged lexicon features. Compared to their method, we use additional external tagging embeddings
and the generic LSTM-CRF model architecture to achieve better precision and F1 scores.
For our ablation study, we encode lexicon embeddings or external tagging embeddings before or after the bi-directional
LSTM layer in the generic architecture. For both lexicon embeddings and external tagging embeddings, adding the
embeddings to both before and after the LSTM layer yields better results than just adding to either before or after
the LSTM layer. Adding lexicon embeddings before the LSTM layer has better performance than adding to after the
LSTM layer, while adding external tagging embeddings after the LSTM layer has better performance than adding to
before the LSTM layer. Since lexicon embedding is more like the basic features for training the model, it has better
performance of adding it before the LSTM layer, however, external tagging embeddings has better performance when
added after the LSTM layer.
We further encode both lexicon and external tagging embeddings, and our best model with addition of both embeddings to both before and after the LSTM layer has the best accuracy of 0.981, precision of 0.868, and F1 value of
0.853, establishing the new state-of-the-art performance compared with existing methods on the NCBI dataset. All
improvements (F1 values) of our best model are computed to be statistically significant (p < 0.05) with respect to our
baselines.

Figure 5: Normalized confusion matrix of gold labels with lexicon labels and external tagging labels.

Figure 6: Normalized confusion matrix of gold labels with predicted labels (Left: model without using domain
knowledge; Right: Model using domain knowledge).
In Figure 5, we compare the labels from lexicon and external tagging with gold standard labels at the word level using
the normalized confusion matrix. The y-axis represents gold standard labels, and the x-axis represents lexicon labels
(the confusion matrix on the left) or external tagging labels (the confusion matrix on the right). In the left matrix, 0.58
denotes the fraction of “B-disease” in gold labels are correctly labeled as “B-disease” in lexicon labels; 0.31 denotes
the fraction of “I-disease” in gold labels are correctly labeled as “I-disease” in lexicon labels; 0.96 denotes the fraction
of “O” in gold labels are correctly labeled as “O” in lexicon labels. In the right matrix, 0.47 denotes the fraction of
“B-disease” in gold labels are correctly labeled as “B-disease” in external tagging labels; 0.4 denotes the fraction of
“I-disease” in gold labels are correctly labeled as “I-disease” in external tagging labels; 0.96 denotes the fraction of
“O” in gold labels are correctly labeled as “O” in external tagging labels. In terms of “B-disease” labels, lexicon labels
are better than external tagging labels.

Similar to Figure 5, in Figure 6 we compare gold standard labels with predicted results from our two models: one is
the LSTM-CRF-charMIX model without domain knowledge, and the other is our best model using domain knowledge
(lexicon embeddings and external tagging embeddings). In the left matrix, 0.84 denotes the fraction of “B-disease” in
gold labels are correctly predicted as “B-disease”; 0.84 denotes the fraction of “I-disease” in gold labels are correctly
predicted as “I-disease”; 0.99 denotes the fraction of “O” in gold labels are correctly predicted as “O”. In the right
matrix, 0.84 denotes the fraction of “B-disease” in gold labels are correctly predicted as “B-disease”; 0.85 denotes the
fraction of “I-disease” in gold labels are correctly predicted as “I-disease”; 0.99 denotes the fraction of “O” in gold
labels are correctly predicted as “O”. In terms of “I-disease” labels, the model with domain knowledge is better than
the model without using domain knowledge.
Related Work
Our work has been motivated by the recent success of deep learning models that effectively incorporate external domain knowledge for various biomedical NLP tasks25, 26 . CNNs have been successfully applied to a variety of biomedical NLP tasks in the literature as well as for named entity recognition. For example, CNNs are successfully used to
recognize named entities from biomedical text recently27 . Some recent works explore the use of RNN architectures
for the task of clinical event detection such as disease, treatment, test, adverse drug event etc. from free text EHR
notes28–30 .
Bidirectional RNNs are used for the task of biomedical events trigger identification31 and with combination of CNNs
to learn disease name recognition models with word- and character-level embedding features3 .
Bidirectional LSTMs are used to model relational and contextual similarities between the named entities in biomedical
articles to understand meaningful insights towards providing appropriate treatment suggestions32 , to extract clinical
concepts from EHR reports33 , and for named entity recognition from clinical text34, 35 . Both CNNs and LSTMs have
been used in generating character embeddings for a variety of NLP tasks. Hence, we explore an integration of CNN
and LSTM for generating character embeddings to improve performance.
Zhao et al. (2017)2 used CNN based character embeddings with stacked convolutional layers for disease name recognition, and also leveraged lexicon features. Compared to their method, we used additional external tagging embeddings
and the generic LSTM-CRF model architecture to obtain better scores. The model architecture of Sahu and Anand
(2016)3 is similar to our proposed model structure, however, they did not have an integrated character embedding approach using both CNN and LSTM, and they did not use any domain knowledge. Habibi et al.(2017)16 used a similar
LSTM-CRF model architecture as we discussed in Figure 2 (with charLSTM) with different data preprocessing and
parameters settings. By contrast, our models with combined charMIX and encoded domain knowledge improve this
model by a considerable margin.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a domain knowledge-enhanced LSTM-CRF model for disease named entity recognition.
Firstly, we proposed charMIX, an approach to generate character embeddings by integrating embeddings from both
charCNN and charLSTM. Then we integrated domain knowledge from a vocabulary and a clinical NLP engine into
different layers of the LSTM-CRF model architecture. Our experiments show the impact of domain knowledge on
the performance of the models when added at different parts of the network. Our proposed models achieved new
state-of-the-art results in disease named entity recognition on the NCBI scientific article dataset.
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